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Background info on primary school in Denmark
•
•
•
•

School start: age 6 (typically)
First year (class 0): Specialized kindergarten teachers
Primary school (class 1 – 3): L1 (Danish) school teachers
National Standards (Fælles mål), but no fixed curriculum

• Teacher authonomy regarding learning materials and instructional
methods (in principle)
• Commercialized textbook market (no governmental approval system for
texbooks)

The national standards (Fælles Mål):
Beginning literacy in year 1 (class 0)

Domain

Competence

Phases

Skills and knowledge

Narration
Language

The student are
aware of differnent
ways to use
language

1.

The student is able to
reproduce content from
texts

The student has
knowledge about the
narrative structure in
fiction and non-fiction

The national standards:
Beginning literacy in year 1 (class 0)

Skills and knowledge

Language awareness
The student is
able to experiment with
rhyme, letter
sounds, words
and the
construction of
sentences

The student
has knowledge
about lettersound correspondances
and simple
rules for the
construction of
words and
sentences

Writing
The student are
able to experiment with writing
short texts

The student has
knowledge
about the
alphabetic
principle,
direction and
the construction
of sentences

Reading
The student are
able to experiment with the
reading of short
texts in different
media

The student has
knowledge
about direction
and simple
word reading
strategies

The national standards:
Beginning literacy in year 2 (class 1)

Domain

Competence

Phases

Skills and knowledge

To find text
Reading

The student master
to read simple texts
and are able to use
them in everyday
contexts

1.

The student is able to
choose a text from a
limited selection of texts

The student has
knowledge about the
text difficulty

The national standards:
Beginning literacy in year 2 (class 1)

Skills and knowledge

Preparation
The student is able to
prepare reading through
conversation in class

The student has
knowledge about ways
to establish prior
knowledge

Decoding
The student master to read
words in texts appropriate
for the grade level

The student has
knowledge about contextspecific conditions for
letter-sound
correspondances

The national standards (Fælles Mål):
Beginning literacy in year 2 (class 1)

Skills and knowledge

Linguistic comprehension
The student is
able to identify
unknown words
in texts and in
speech

The student
has knowledge
about words
and expressions in
instructions
and tasks

Text comprehension
The student are
able to
summarize the
main idea in
grade level texts

The student has
knowledge
about the
structure of
narrative and
informative
texts

Connection
The student are
able to connect
the topic of a
text with her or
his own
knowledge,
experience and
ideas

The student has
knowledge
about the
interplay
between text
and reader

Beginning literacy - a textbook perspective
Primary grades
Textbook

Percentage

The first reading

21

Fandango

12

Stav

3

Dansk.gyldendal.dk

3

Stavevejen

3

Skrivevejen

2

Sikker stavning

1

Danskfaget.dk

1

Min danskbog

1

Søren and Mette

1

A mixed methods study on
textbooks in Danish as L1
(2017)

The quantitative part of the
study: A survey on Danish L1
teachers’ textbook use (n = 639)

The first reading

Analytical dimensions
Derived from:
Floorman & Connor (2011); Pressley, Wharton-McDonald et al. (2006, 2001); National
Reading Panel (2000); Snow, Burns, & Griffin (1998)

• Explicit instruction in decoding
(phonics and phonemic awareness)

• Much student reading
(with a focus on fluency through a variety of reading activities)

• A rich textuel environment
(as support for meaning-oriented activities, including out-of-school reading)

• Explicit instruction in reading comprehension and reading
comprehension strategies
• Much writing
(integrated in reading activities and writing as communication)

• Content-rich and cross curricular activities
(reading and writing in different content domains including a focus on
enriching the students’ word knowledge)

• Differentiation
(instructional activities adapted to the different skill levels and learning needs
of different (groups of) students

The first reading

Explicit instruction in decoding
From students’ reading book

From teacher’s manual

• High proportion of phonetically
regular words (75%)
• High frequency of word repetition
(151 different words of first 1000
words)

The first reading

Much reading
Strong focus on fluency
Systematic activities (e.g.):
• Choral reading
• Buddy reading
• Repeated reading
• Reading homework
• Reading of dialogue
• Detecting reading mistakes (teacher reading)

The first reading

Much writing
• Writing tasks predominantly
used to support phonics
instruction
• No focus on communicative
writing
Workbook (p. 15), typical task:
”Make words, and write a sentence”

Workbook (p. 36), example of creative writing task:
”Which animal from Zoo do you like best? Write
about it”

The first reading

The remaining dimensions
• No systematic focus on reading comprehension
(abscence of reading comprehension strategies)
• A narrow textual world
(no integration of students’ independant reading interests and selfinitiated reading)
• Reading and writing are not used in content-rich domains outside the
textbook universe
• Differentiation is abscent both as pedagogical concept and
instructional approach

Summing up: The first reading and beginning
literacy instruction
The first reading
• A systematic and well founded instructional approach to the technical
aspects of reading (decoding, phonics, and fluency)
• A lack focus on the meaning-oriented aspects of reading (reading
comprehension, writing as communication, reading as a source of
pleasure and knowledge)
• The first reading do not fully meet The National Standards (reading)

Textbooks /
Learning materials

Literacy instruction

• Need for empirical research on reading instruction in the primary
grades in Denmark
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